Many path planning methods have been studied to find collision-free paths for multiple robots in complex environment. However, the previous methods cannot guarantee completeness or scalability in the finding the paths. In this paper, we propose the method transforming a roadmap to the graph of cycles having more than one shared edge with other cycles. Then, we show that all multiple robots can be moved to their goal positions without collision using the graph. The proposed algorithm guarantees not only the completeness, but also the scalability. Especially, we show that the proposed algorithm provides efficient paths of all robots than existing methods and can be available for the roadmap having extremely many robots.
Introduction
When there are more than one robot in industry, it could happen that the robots are simultaneously operated in accordance with any given command, and one of the robots collides with any other robots in performing the robot's task. Thus, path planning algorithms of multiple robots have been studied [1] - [15] . The goal of the path planning is to move all robots from any start configuration to goal configuration without any collision. The studies of multiple robots' path planning have a great interest in two viewpoints: completeness and scalability. The completeness is to guarantee finding a collision-free paths of all robots, and the scalability is to keep low computational complexity when the number of robots increases in a roadmap. The research of the multiple robots' path planning is divided into two methods: the coupled method and the decoupled method.
In the decoupled method [1] - [4] and [11] - [14] , a path of each robot is independently considered regardless of the other robots' paths. Although decoupled methods have an advantage in keeping low computational complexity, there is a disadvantage that the decoupled methods cannot always guarantee the completeness [10] . Although there are challenges to coordinate the paths of all robots without collision paths in [1] - [4] and [11] - [14] , their techniques do not always guarantee collision-free paths of all robots. On the contrary, the coupled method simultaneously considers all robots' information including current configuration and goal configuration of all robots [5] - [6] , and [9] . Hence, the coupled method guarantees the completeness in case of using any searching algorithm such as A* [16] . However, computational complexity of the coupled method increases exponentially when the number of robots increases. Therefore, the coupled method cannot guarantee the scalability, so the method can be used only in a simple case including one or two robots [14] .
On the other hand, there are challenges to combine the advantages of the coupled method and the decoupled method to keep the completeness and low computational complexity [7] , [10] , and [15] . Although the authors in [15] tried to reduce the computational complexity by making probabilistic roadmap, the method is limited to only simple problems involving a small number of robots. Moreover, the authors in [7] proposed an algorithm in which the start configuration and goal configuration of all robots are temporarily changed in order to create no overlapping paths. Although the method in [7] can maintain low computational complexity by considering only one robot in finding path, the method could not be plausible since the methods cannot guarantees the completeness when there are relatively many robots. Particularly, the authors in [10] primordially introduced graph theory in the path planning by representing a roadmap as a spanning tree graph composed of nodes and edges. In that, all robots are moved to leaf nodes which are the nodes with only one incident edge at first, and then all robots are moved to their goal position in accordance with the priority of [10] one by one. Although the method in [10] guarantees the completeness and scalability using a simple graph, the method cannot be used when the number of robots is more than the number of leaf nodes in the graph. In addition, the method in [10] makes inefficient movement of all robot. As of now, to guarantee both the scalability and the completeness is a remaining problem of multiple robots' path planning in case of having a large number of robots in a roadmap.
In this paper, while guaranteeing the scalability and the completeness, to overcome the limitation of the number of robots in [10] , we represent a roadmap as a new graph having only cycles, where all cycles (the set of smallest loops) have at least one shared edge with other cycles. In practical system such as a multi-story car park or a multiple robots' parking lot, the roadmap can be modeled as the graph. By using the graph, we propose an algorithm guaranteeing both the scalability and guaranteeing the completeness. Specially, the proposed algorithm is available in extreme environment such as having relatively many robots (>1000) where existing methods cannot be applied. In addition, the proposed algorithm can provide efficient movement of robots than the existing method [10] . If a roadmap of environment [10] is shown in Fig.1  (a) , a roadmap can be represent as a graph which is composed of nodes and edges in Fig.1 (b) . Each space taken by one robot is called as a node [7] , [10] . A robot can move from a node to a neighboring node if the two nodes are connected. The connecting line between the two nodes is called an edge. As shown in Fig.1 (b) , there are 12 nodes and 14 edges, and we can find out that Fig.1 (b) is a graph composed of only loops without leaf node which have only one incident edge. In that, although there are six loops, we only consider the smallest loops like C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 . Furthermore, we care about the smallest loops having shared edges between the adjacent two smallest loops like the edge between node 3 and 4 included in C 1 , C 2 . We assume that all robots have omnidirectional or differential drive kinematics so that they can turn in place, and only one robot can move for each time interval as in [7] , [10] . There are three SCs having one shared edge between the SCs (C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 ) as shown in Fig.1 (b) . Since the roadmap is composed of only SCs in Fig.1 (b) , this map is a SCM. From Definition 2, C 1 and C 3 are corner cycles (E 1 and E 2 ) because the C 1 and C 3 have sharing with C 2 one time, and C 2 is automatically a middle cycle. One of the SCs has a property that if there are less than or equal to two robots, the robots can move to any nodes in the SC since there is no obstacle. To be specific, the sequence of the two robot is changeable. However, if there are more than or equal to three robots like R 1 , R 2 , and R 4 in the SC C 3 of Fig.1 (b) , the robots cannot move to arbitrary goal positions since the sequence of three robots R 1 , R 4 , and R 2 (in clockwise direction) cannot be R 1 , R 2 , and R 4 since the R 1 is an obstacle. From Lemma 1, we conclude that if a roadmap is represented as only one SC having less than or equal to two robots, all robots in the roadmap can move from current positions to goal positions. Lemma 1 is the switching condition in a SC.
Definition 1

Definition 3 When sequence switching of all robots occurs in any connected two shared cycles, we define the connected two shared cycles as an operating cycle, and the operating cycle is divided into a switching cycle and a pile cycle. The switching cycle which can have less than or equal to two robots is a SC, and the other SC is a pile cycle.
If one SC in an operating cycle have less than or equal to two robots, the SC can be a switching cycle and another is a pile cycle like Fig.2 (a) . The nodes of the pile cycle are classified into two types: peripheral nodes and shared nodes. While the shared nodes are included in the pile cycle and the switching cycle, the peripheral nodes are only included in the pile without sharing. inequality (1) , the robots can move to their arbitrary goal configuration in the operating cycle.
Lemma 2 In an operating cycle, we denote the number of all nodes as N (O), the number of shared nodes as N (S), and the number of robots as
N (R o ). If N (R o ) satisfiesN (O) − (N (S) − 2) ≥ N (Ro)(1)
Remark 1 If the equation (1) is modified to the inequality (2) as follow, moving distance of a robots in an operating cycle can be reduced since the rotation after sequence switching of two robots is implemented using shared nodes.
As shown in Fig.2 (f) and Fig.2 (c) , if N (R o ) is equal to n−1, all robot could use the shared nodes for rotation after sequence switching since there is extra one more empty in the pile cycle. Comparing the both cases, all robots have to move n + 2 + s when N (R o ) is equal to n − 1 whereas all robots need moving distance n + 2 + k when N (R o ) = n − 1. Thus, the equation (2) is more efficient than the equation (2) when s >> k. Therefore, we considered the rotation using the inner shared nodes after the sequence switching when (2) is satisfied. If a roadmap are composed of two SCs and matched to the equation (1) or the equation (2), we conclude that all robots in the roadmap can move to their goal positions. 
Definition 4 If one of the farmost corner cycles from any available middle cycles for a switching cycle in a SCM is
Definition 5 After target nodes and target robots are selected, there are many candidates of the path of a target robot from the current node to the target node. Hence, we give guidelines to each target robot, which is successive cycles chain(SCC).
The successive cycle chain is a chain of SCs as shown in Fig.3 (a) . At the end of the SCC, there are an operating cycle composed of a switching cycle and a pile which the is a selected target cycle. Shortly, a selected target robot is moved through the SCC from the current node to a node of the switching cycle. To be specific, after a target node and one of target robots are selected, the SCC is determined by A* algorithm of the robot from current position to the operating cycle including the target node (the target node is in the peripheral node of the target cycle in the operating cycle.) As shown in Fig.3 (a) , when a target robot(R 4 ) is located at the end of the SCC (the arrow in Fig.3 (a) ) to move the robot to the operating cycle in the SCC, there should be at least one empty node in the current SC having the robot. After that, the robot can move to the next SC in the SCC by rotating the empty node around the SC. Then, if the next SC has no more than one empty node, the empty node also move to the next SC by pushing the empty node around the SC in same direction like Fig.3 (c) . Whenever the target robot and one empty node are set in the next loop in the SCC, the SCC is updated by eliminating the previous SC. Consequently, this works are repeated until a target robot gets in the switching cycle connected to the robot's target cycle. 
Remark 3 If an operating cycle satisfies (1) or (2) when a target robot get in the operating cycle, the target robot is exchanged with a robot not having the goal position in target nodes of the target cycle.
As shown in Fig.4 (a) , after a target robot (R 4 ) is reached to the switching cycle through the SCC, the target robot can be exchanged with the useless robot not having the goals (G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , and G 4 ) in the target cycle. First, one robot which is not target and the target robot are set in the switching cycle like Fig.4 (b) by rotating the robots in the target cycle, and then their positions are switched like Fig.4 (c) similarly to the sequence switching since the switching cycle has only two robot. By repeating this works, all target robots having the target nodes in one target cycle are moved to the target nodes one by one like Fig.4 (d) . However, the sequence of all target robots is not matched with the goal sequence yet. Thus, the sequence switching happen in the switching cycle by Lemma 2, and then the target nodes are occupied of the target robots. After a target cycle, target nodes, and target robots are selected, we already show that the selected target robots can get in the switching cycle if (3) is satisfied. Then, the target robots can get in one of the target nodes without sequence matching from Remark 3 when the target cycle and the available switching cycle are directly connected as an operating cycle. After the selected target robots get in the target nodes one by one, the target nodes are placed by target robots by sequence switching in the switching cycle. A next target cycle, target nodes, and target robots are selected, these works are repeated until there is no target robot. However, if the available switching cycle is not directly connected to the selected target cycle(one of corner cycles like Fig.5 (d) ), the operating cycle cannot be made from lemma 2.
Theorem 1 Suppose that the number of nodes is N , the number of robots is N (R), and the number of nodes of each middle cycle is
N (M i ), i=1,2,
...,n in a roadmap. Let the roadmap be represented as a shared cycles map, and then more than one middle cycle is available for a switching cycle, all robots in the roadmap can be located in goal positions without collision irrespectively of start configuration if
N − min(N (m i ) − 2) ≥ N (R)(3)
Remark 4 If a selected target cycle is not directly connected to any available switching cycles satisfying (3), the target cycle is modified as a big target cycle which is made by combining the target cycle with middle cycles (not available for switching cycles) up to the nearest available switching cycle. However, the target nodes and target robots are not changed.
In Fig.5 (a) , only one middle cycle M 1 is available for a switching cycle from the equation (3) since the number of nodes in the roadmap is 24, and the number of robots in the map is 22. At first, one of the farmost corner cycles E 3 like Fig.5 (d) from the switching cycle M 1 is selected as a target cycle. We can know that the target cycles E 3 is not directly connected to M 1 . Thus, an operating cycle cannot be made. In this case, a big target cycle(a new target cycle) combining E 3 with M 2 should be formed. Although the previous target cycle is modified to the new target cycle, the target nodes and target robots cannot be changed. In the new operating cycle composed of the big target cycle and available switching cycle, our goal is also to locate the target robot in their target nodes. To be specific, the target nodes V 1 and G 2 are selected as peripheral nodes in E 1 , so R 1 and R 2 are target robots. Then, R 1 or R 2 is moved to M 1 in the SCC. After the target robot is exchanged with a useless Robot of the big cycle (E 3 and M 2 ) using Remark3, the remaining target robot of R 1 and R 2 iteratively get in the target node. After that, the two target robots arrive in their target nodes by sequence switching in M 1 like Fig.5 (b) . Finally, the roadmap is updated by eliminating the target nodes placed by target robots (we call these nodes as completed nodes.) Consequently, another target cycle (or big target cycle), target nodes, and target robots are selected and above works are repeated like Fig.5 (c) until there is no target robot. Therefore, all robots in the roadmap arrive in their all goal configuration when (3) is satisfied using Remark 2, Remark 3, and Lemma 2 if there are more than one available switching cycle from Theorem 1. Fig.5 (a) , so some of target nodes and non-target nodes have virtual goals by assigning or losing their goal. After that, all robots are located in their virtual goal or real goal configuration like Fig.6 (a) . Finally, all robots get in their real goal from the middle of the roadmap one by one like Fig.6 (b) .
Definition 6 When some of target nodes are completed on virtual goals, the completed nodes is called semi-end nodes. Likewise, when some of target nodes are completed on their real goals, the completed nodes is called end nodes.
Remark 5 If one of target nodes has no goal position(having a empty goal), the goal positions of target nodes is compressed without empty goals by pulling the near goals based on a middle target node in the target cycle(or big target cycle) like V 1 in
The method in [10] using the spanning tree graph guarantees completeness in finding collision-free path of all robots. However, the method has a limitation in the number of robots in that the number of leaf nodes has to be over the number of robots. Thus, we can overcome the limitation by using a shared cycles map since we need at least one available switching cycle from Theorem 1.
Three Phase Path Planning Algorithm Functions
Represent-RoadMap()
Making the roadamap as a shared cycles map.
Judge(SCM)
Evaluating whether a SCM is satisfied with Theorem 1 or not from .
N(SCM)
Counting up the number of shard cycles.
moving(SCM)
Moving all robots to their goal positions one by one in the middle of the roadmap by pushing the empty node in SCM.
Sea-LargeCyl(SCM)
Searching for the largest SC.
Sea-T-Cor(SCM)
Searching for a target cycle as the farmost corner cycle from switching cycle in SCM.
Make-B(SCM, TCyl)
Making a big target cycle and modifying the SCM as a B-Cyl-SCM from SCM and T-Cyl if the target cycle is not directly connected to switching cycles.
Virtual-goal(TNode-G, T-Cyl, B-Cyl-SCM)
Updating the goal value in the T-Node-G of the B-Cyl-SCM as virtual goals without no empty goals.
Sea-UR-In-TCyl(T-Cyl)
Searching for the useless robots in target cycle, and the result of the function is the position of the useless robots.
Sel-T-R(T-Node-G, B-Cyl-SCM)
Selecting the target robots having the goal position in the T-node-G and remaining out of the target cycle in the B-Cyl-SCM.
Sea-N-T-R(T-R, B-Cyl-SCM)
Searching for the nearest target robot from the target cycle in B-Cyl-SCM.
Ma-SCC(Min-T-R, B-Cyl-SCM)
Making the SCC in the B-Cyl-SCM from Min-T-R to the switching cycle with more than one empty node.
One-step-SCC(Min-T-R, SCC)
Moving the Min-T-R in the next SC in the SCC by pushing a empty node around the current SC.
Ex(Min-T-R, URIn-T-Cyl, T-Node-G, T-Cyl)
Exchanging Min-T-Robot with UR-In-T-Cyl in the switching cycle.
Sequencing(TNode-G, UR-In-T-Cyl)
Making sequence of T-Node-G from the URIn-T-Cyl.
Sea-End-Node(TNode-G)
Searching for end nodes or semi-end nodes in the target nodes.
Delete-EndNode(End-Node, SCM)
Deleting the completed end nodes from the SCM.
N-R(SCM)
Counting up the number of all robots in the SCM.
We propose the three phase path planning algorithm using the shared cycles map. This algorithm is composed of three phases. In the phase 1, a roadmap is represented as a shared cycles map at first. In the phase 2, one target cycle, target nodes, and target robots are selected. Then, if the target cycle is not directly connected to any available switching cycles, a big target cycle is made, and if the target nodes in the big target cycle have a empty goal, virtual goals are assigned in the target cycle. After that, target robots get in target nodes without sequence switching one by one in phase 2. The sequence switching happen in the phase 3, and the target nodes are completed. Consequently, phase 2 and phase 3 are repeated until there is no target robot in the roadmap. If all robots are located on their real goal or virtual goal in phase 3, the robots on virtual goals are moved to their real goals one by one from middle of the map.
We summarize some definitions and settings as the tables of variables and functions to be used in the algorithm.
Variables
SCM
Information of a shared cycles map including nodes,edges, start configuration, goal configuration, and positions of robots.
O-SCM
Information of a original shared cycles map including current positions of robots and goal configuration.
T-Cyl
Position information of a selected target cycle.
T-Node-G
Information of target nodesgoal sequence and goal values.
UR-In-T-Cyl
Position information of useless robots in the target cycle.
B-Cyl-SCM
Information of modified shared cycles having a big target cycle.
T-R
Position information of all target robots. SCC A map of the SCC of Min-T-Robot.
Min-T-R
The nearest target robot from the target cycle, and this robot is moving in the SCC.
End-Node
Position information of end nodes.
Phase 1
Pseudocode for Phase1 Above all, a roadmap is represented as nodes and edges in line 2. Whether the roadmap can be represented as only shared cycles is evaluated in line 3. If the roadmap is composed of only one loop, all robots in the cycle move to their goal in line 6. In the case that the roadmap is composed of two cycles, the phase 3 is applied at this time in line 13. Phase 2 in line 18 is applied to the map having more than three cycles.
Phase 2
Pseudocode for Phase2
each robot is O(2 * C) because the moving( ) in phase 3 and Making-SCC( ) in phase 2 only need the A* algorithm. Considering the end nodes not using the virtual goal, the total computational complexity of this algorithm become less than O(2 * R * C) for R robots. In other words, if one robot is added in a roadmap, the phase 2 and phase 3 are repeated once again, so the computational complexity is linearly increased. Therefore, the scalability is guaranteed in the three phase path planning algorithm.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an algorithm using a graph composed of shared cycles in the multiple robotspath planning. First, we establish the condition guaranteeing the completeness of finding collision-free paths. In addition, the proposed method always guarantees the scalability because the computational complexity is linearly increased when one robot is added in a roadmap. Second, the proposed method can be available for extreme environment having many robots in which the existing method cannot be used since the existing methods cannot guarantee the completeness. Third, the proposed method provides more efficient paths than the existing method. However, there is one limitation that the proposed algorithm does not consider any leaf nodes yet. In the real world, the proposed algorithm could be applied in a factory automation system using mobile robots, a multi-storey car park, and a multiple mobile robots' parking system modeled as a shared cycles map.
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A Proof of Lemma 2
Proof : (Sufficient) Suppose that the number of peripheral nodes in a pile cycle is n, the number of shared nodes is s, and the number of peripheral nodes in switching cycle is k in an operating cycle like Fig.2 (a) so that N (O) = n+k+s and N (S) = s. If n + 2 is equal to N (R o ), all robots can move to the peripheral nodes of the plie cycle and the both sides of shared nodes like Fig.2 (b) , which is switching state. After making the switching state, if the sequence of two robots on the both side of the shared nodes is not matched with goal sequence of all robots, the two robots can be switched through the switching cycle by Lemma 1 since the switching cycle has only two robot such as R 1 and R 2 as shown in Fig 2 (b), (c) . Then the next switching state is formed by rotating all robot on surface of the operating cycle regardless of the shared nodes like Fig.2 (c) , and these works are repeated until sequence of all robots is match with desired goal sequence of all robots. Finally, all ordered robots are piled up on the pile cycle like Fig.2  (d) , and then the robots can get their goal nodes of the operating cycle by pushing the empty nodes to the switching cycle like Fig.2 (e) . Thus, if the number of all robots is matched with the inequality (1), the robots in an operating cycle could get their arbitrary goal positions.
(Necessity) Suppose that all robots can get in their goal position when N (O) − (N (S) − 1) ≥ N (R o ). If we consider only one case n + 3 = N (R o ), there are three robots in a switching cycle although all robots in an operating cycle are pile up in the peripheral nodes of a pile cycle. Thus, sequence switching can not happen from Lemma1, so the result is contradictory to the assumption.
